335  LOCATION OF ORIGINALS/ REPRODUCTIONS (NEW)

Field Definition
This field contains information on location and availability of copies of the described materials or information on location and availability of originals if the unit of description consists of copies or includes copies. The information in the field may refer either to the whole unit of description, or to some part of it.

Occurrence
Optional. Repeatable.

Indicators
Indicator 1: Role of holding institution
0  Holder of originals
1  Holder of reproductions
Indicator 2: blank (not defined)

Subfields
$s  Identification of the Holder
   Name of the repository or individual holding the item. Not repeatable.
$A  Address
   Postal address of the holder. Repeatable.
$C  Country
   Country code for the location indentified in subfield $A. The codes are to be taken from the two-character codes of ISO 3166-1. Repeatable.
$G  Control number
   Any significant control number for the materials described; e.g. call number, inventory number, accession numbers, etc. Repeatable.
$U  Uniform Resource Identifier (URI)
   The Uniform Resource Identifier (URI), for example a URL or URN, which provides electronic access data in a standard syntax. This data can be used for automated access to an electronic resource through one of the Internet protocols (e.g. for access to digital reproductions of the materials). Subfield $U may be used to link to a website. Repeatable.
$8  Materials specified
   Materials to which location applies, if the location refers to part of the unit of description. Repeatable.

Related Fields
324  ORIGINAL VERSION NOTE
   Note giving details of the original item(s) may be used if detailed information on location of originals is not required.
325  REPRODUCTION NOTE
   Note giving details of the reproduction may be used if detailed information on location of reproductions is not required.
Examples

EX 1: 200 1$aАкт отречения от престола императора Николая II. Подлинник$j02.03.1917 325 1$aСм. также в ГА РФ ф. 1779 оп.3 Канцелярия Временного правительства 335 1$aГА РФ$gGA RF_1779/3$b119992, Москва, ул. Большая Пироговская, 17$eRU

*Act of abdication of Grand Duke Michael Alexandrovich.* Field 325 contains information on existing reproduction; field 335 – detailed location of the reproduction, name and address of the repository, control number of the unit.